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SIMPLY THE BEST!
Simply the best is what customers have been telling us! Since PEAR Hose introduced the
ContiTech Aviation Fueling Hose to the United States market, we have been hearing from
so many customers that it is just the best hose they have used. PEAR Hose manufactures
aviation hose assemblies in our Darby Montana facility to EI 1529 and MIL-DTL-6615F
standards utilizing ContiTech AEROPAL® Aviation Hose. We carry sufficient stock from
Grade 2, TYPE C (regular temp), CT (low temp) in sizes ¾" up 4". Also stocked is Type E
JAC Riser hose from 1-1/2" to 4".
AEROPAL® brand aviation fuel hose meets all the leading industry and military standards.
AEROPAL® hose is designed for long service life with an excellent outer cover offering good
abrasion and environmental protection. The intermediate reinforcement layers offer good pressure
and kink resistance and the smooth, non-porous inner liner is compatible with all known aviation
fuel and gasoline grades (AEROPAL® LT for jet fuel only). AEROPAL® fueling and JAC-riser hoses
are optimized for conditions with operating temperature range of -22°F to +158°F (-30°C to +70°C).
AEROPAL® LT fueling and JACriser hoses are specially designed for ultra-low temperature
applications. They offer unmatched low temperature flexibility and an operating temperature range
of -67°F to +158°F (-55°C to +70°C).
PEAR Hose also has the best warranty in the business, 5 years for every hose we assemble
coupled with the best service in the industry! PEAR Hose typically ships received orders within one
to two days.
Contact us to experience simply the best into plane refuelling hose in the market today!

We offer a 5 YEAR WARRANTY! Because we know it's that good!

SIMPLY THE BEST…BETTER THAN ALL THE REST
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